
The AfD is attacking us!
 

The racist-led AfD is planning its next national party conference in Essen: On June 28 - 30,
they want to further expand their deportation plans and Nazi propaganda. In the middle of

the Ruhr area, where the proportion of people with a migration history is 40%. Above all,
this is a slap in the face to the people who came to Germany and have rebuilt this country

since the Second World War and still guarantee Germany's economic prosperity today. 
 

The AfD wants to take power with its racist policies with far-right Nazis in the parliaments,
just like Hitler did back then. Since the publication of the correctiv investigation, it has been

clear to everyone what step the AfD plans to take next: The deportation of us - millions of
people who live here, of our sisters and brothers, our parents, grandparents, our friends. 

 
We will not allow that to happen! We have made Germany our home and we will prevent the
streets of the Ruhr area, which has been shaped by us and our families like no other region
in Germany, from now being taken over by Nazis classified as “right-wing extremists” by the

Office for the Protection of the Constitution. We will not continue to watch as the AfD
pushes our home and German politics and authorities further and further to the right,

breaks with the human right to asylum and looks the other way when our community is
attacked.

 
We are defending ourselves. 

We aim to make sure that the AfD cannot hold its party conference with its anti-democratic
and racist policies undisturbed. To achieve this, we are taking action:

 
1. mass demonstration: 

We are taking part in the mass protests against the AfD and mobilizing for the
demonstrations surrounding the federal party conference. In that way, we are helping to

ensure that the AfD cannot spread its racist policies unchallenged. 
 

2. civil disobedience: 
Because the AfD wants to deport us, it is not enough for us to simply protest against it. The
AfD is a party led by racists. They must be denied any space. That is why we want to block

the undemocratic federal party conference of the AfD with colorful, creative actions. In
doing so, we are protecting ourselves, our relatives and our friends.

We, as a community of people with a migration history in Germany, are calling on each
other: Let's take to the streets together. Fill buses with your children, grandparents, aunts,
uncles, neighbors, friends and colleagues, book your own buses, come to Essen and join the

protest against the racist AfD! All of us, shoulder to shoulder, we stand against a second
Nazi Germany, for a safe home and human dignity! 


